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INCREASING PATHS IN COUNTABLE GRAPHS
ANDRII ARMAN, BRADLEY ELLIOTT, AND VOJTEˇCH RO¨DL
Abstract. In this paper we study variations of an old result by Mu¨ller, Reiterman, and
the last author stating that a countable graph has a subgraph with infinite degrees if and
only if in any labeling of the vertices (or edges) of this graph by positive integers we can
always find an infinite increasing path. We study corresponding questions for hypergraphs
and directed graphs. For example we show that the condition that a hypergraph contains a
subhypergraph with infinite degrees is equivalent to the condition that any vertex labeling
contains an infinite increasing loose path. We also find an equivalent condition for a graph to
have a property that any vertex labeling with positive integers contains a path of arbitrary
finite length, and we study related problems for oriented graphs and labelings with Z (instead
of N). For example, we show that for every simple hypergraph, there is a labelling of its edges
by Z that forbids one-way infinite increasing paths.
1. Introduction
For a countable graph G “ pV,Eq a labeling (or ordering) of vertices by N is a bijection
from V to N and a labeling of edges is a bijection from E to N. Given a countable graph
G “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of V by N, we say G contains an infinite increasing path under φ
if there exists an infinite path of vertices tviu8i“1 in G such that φpxiq ă φpxi`1q for all i ě 1.
Similarly, given a countable graph G “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of E by N, we say G contains
an infinite increasing path under φ if there exists an infinite path of edges teiu8i“1 in G such
that φpeiq ă φpei`1q for all i ě 1.
In 1982, Mu¨ller and Ro¨dl [7] showed that a countable graph G contains an infinite increasing
path in any labeling of vertices by N if and only if G contains a subgraph with infinite degrees.
In their paper Mu¨ller and Ro¨dl asked whether or not the condition of having a subgraph with
infinite degrees is also necessary for containing an infinite path in any edge labeling of G by
N. This was confirmed to be true by Reiterman [8] in 1989. Together these two results are
formulated below.
Theorem 1.1 ([7],[8]). Let G be a countable graph. Then the following are equivalent:
The third author was supported by NSF grant DMS 1764385.
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p1q G contains a subgraph G1, such that any v P V pG1q has infinite degree in G1.
p2q any labeling φ of the vertices of G with N contains an infinite increasing path.
p3q any labeling φ of the edges of G with N contains an infinite increasing path.
Motivated by Theorem 1.1, we study possible ways to extend this result. In Section 2 we
study this result for simple hypergraphs and loose paths, in Section 3 we find an equivalent
condition for a graph to contain an increasing path of arbitrary finite length under any vertex
labeling, and finally in Section 5 we study labelings with Z and possible extensions to oriented
graphs. In section 6 we state some open problems.
Hypergraphs. Our main motivation for Section 2 is to find a hypergraph extension of
Theorem 1.1. We focus solely on simple (also known as linear) hypergraphs in this paper;
these are hypergraphs in which each pair of vertices share at most one edge. There exist many
examples of non-simple hypergraphs in which every vertex has infinite degree but which do not
contain an infinite path. For example, take a complete graph on countably many vertices, and
extend each edge by including the same new vertex. The theorems below, however, still hold
if “simple” is replaced by “each pair of vertices have finite co-degree. Because all hypergraphs
considered here are simple, all paths in this section will be loose paths.
Definition 1.2. Given a k-uniform hypergraph H “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of V by N,
an infinite increasing path in H is an infinite path with vertex set tvj : j ě 1u and edges
e0, . . . , ei, . . ., where
p1q each ei “ tvpk´1qi`1, vpk´1qi`2, . . . , vpk´1qi`ku for i ě 0,
p2q all vj-s are distinct, and
p3q φpvjq ă φpvj`1q for j ě 1.
In the graph case, the condition of containing a subgraph with infinite degrees implies
existence of an infinite increasing path in any vertex labeling and this condition is a natural
candidate for the hypergraph case; however, the notion of a subgraph with infinite degrees
has multiple meanings in the hypergraph case.
Definition 1.3. Let ` ď k. We say that a k-uniform H “ pV,Eq has property C` if there is
a set V 1 Ď V such that @v P V 1, |te P E : v P e and |V 1 X e| ě `u| “ 8.
For a k-uniform hypergraph H, property Ck is perhaps the most natural hypergraph ex-
tension of the graph condition, and is equivalent to H containing an induced subhypergraph
in which every vertex has infinite degree. It turns out property Ck implies more than just
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containing an infinite increasing path under any vertex labeling of V pHq. It implies existence
of what we call an infinite pk ´ 1q-branching branching tree.
Definition 1.4.
p1q The infinite pk ´ 1q-branching tree is the unique k-uniform hypergraph so that each
pair of vertices is connected by a unique path and so that all vertices have degree 2,
except the root vertex, which has degree 1. See figure 1.
p2q In a rooted infinite pk´ 1q-branching tree, tpvq will denote the number of edges on the
path from vertex v to the root.
p3q Given a k-uniform hypergraph H “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of V by N, an infinite
increasing pk ´ 1q- branching tree in H is an infinite pk ´ 1q-branching tree so that
for any x, y P V with tpxq ă tpyq, φpxq ă φpyq.
Figure 1. An example of an infinite 3-branching tree, which is a 4-uniform
hypergraph.
In Section 2 we consider conditions that imply the existence of infinite increasing paths and
the infinite pk ´ 1q-branching trees under vertex- and edge-labelings of simple hypergraphs.
Theorem 2.1. For a countable, k-uniform hypergraph H “ pV,Eq the following are equivalent
p1q H has property Ck.
p2q For any labeling of V with N there exists an infinite increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree
in H.
p3q For any labeling of V with N there exists an infinite increasing path in H.
For edge-labelings of k-uniform hypergraphs, infinite increasing paths and pk´1q-branching
trees are defined similarly:
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Definition 1.5. Given a k-uniform hypergraph H “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of E by N, an
infinite increasing path in H is an infinite path e1, . . . , ei, . . . such that tφpeiqu8i“1 is increasing.
Definition 1.6.
p1q In a rooted infinite pk ´ 1q-branching tree, let tpeq be the number of edges on the path
from edge e to the root. E.g. tpeq “ 1 for the edge e that contains the root.
p2q Given a labeling φ of E by N, an infinite increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree in H
is an infinite pk ´ 1q-branching tree so that for any e1, e2 P E with tpe1q ă tpe2q,
φpe1q ă φpe2q.
It turns out that property C2 is a sufficient condition for containing an infinite increasing
path under any edge labeling and a necessary condition for containing an infinite increasing
pk ´ 1q-branching tree.
Theorem 2.4. Let H “ pV,Eq be a simple, countable, k-uniform hypergraph. From the
following conditions (1) ñ (2) ñ (3).
p1q For any labeling φ of E by N there is an infinite increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree in
H.
p2q H has property C2.
p3q For any labeling φ of E by N there is an infinite increasing path in H.
Unlike in the vertex-labeling case, with edge-labelings it is not true that the three conditions
above are equivalent. In particular we will observe that p2q does not imply p1q, but we do
not know whether p2q is equivalent to p3q.
Question. Is it true that p2q ô p3q?
Paths of finite length. In [7], the authors also showed for a graph G=(V,E) that for
any well-ordered set L and any labeling of V by L there exists an arbitrarily long increasing
path if and only if the chromatic number of G is infinite. The main theorem in Section 3
is about restricting L to N, i.e. it is about finding an equivalent condition for a graph G
to contain an increasing path of arbitrary finite length under any labeling of vertices by N.
Theorem 1.1 implies that if G has a subgraph with infinite degrees, then in any labeling of
vertices by N we can find a infinite increasing path. Hence the only interesting case to study
is when G does not have a subgraph with infinite degrees.
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Definition 1.7. We say that a countable graph G has a property FIN if for any labeling of
vertices of G with N and any k P N there exists an increasing path of length k, but there exists
of labeling of G with no infinite increasing path.
Definition 1.8. We define χ˚pGq to be the minimum k, so that V pGq can be partitioned into
k classes V1, . . . , Vk in such a way that
p1q each Vj is an independent set, and
p2q each vertex in Vj has finite degree into V1, V2, . . . , Vj´1.
If no such k exists, set χ˚pGq “ 8. Clearly, χ˚pGq ě χpGq.
The main result of Section 3 is
Theorem 3.3. A graph G has property FIN if and only if χ˚pGq “ 8 and G does not have
a subgraph in which all degrees are infinite.
We show that χ˚ cannot be changed to χ in the statement of the theorem above by
constructing a bipartite graph G that satisfies FIN. So for property FIN, the chromatic
number of a graph has insignificant impact on the existence of an infinite increasing path
when V pGq is labeled with N, in contrast to the case when the labels can be elements of any
well-ordered set L.
Labeling by Z. In Section 4 we consider countable graphs with vertices and edges labeled
by Z. This new type of labeling allows us to consider paths that continue infinitely in both
directions.
Definition 1.9. Given a countable graph G “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of V by Z, an infinite
increasing two-sided path in G is an infinite path tvi : ´8 ă i ă 8u, with φpviq ă φpvi`1q
for all i.
For the existence of an infinite increasing two-sided path we find the following equivalent
condition.
Theorem 4.2. For a countable graph G “ pV,Eq the following are equivalent.
p1q For every partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2, there exist W1 Ď V1, W2 Ď V2 so that
for i “ 1, 2 and for all v P Wi, v has infinite degree in Wi, and so that there exists an
edge w1w2 P E with w1 P W1 and w2 P W2.
p2q For any labeling of V with Z there exists an infinite increasing two-sided path.
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Perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, for edge labeling the following holds.
Proposition 4.3. For a countable graph G “ pV,Eq there exists a labeling of E by Z such
that there is no infinite increasing path in G.
Directed Graphs. In Section 5 we consider directed graphs whose vertices or edges are
labeled by N or Z. These theorems correspond to theorems about undirected graphs given
previously in this paper. Let D “ pV,Eq be a directed graph where an edge pu, vq P E is
oriented from u to v.
Proposition 5.1. For a directed graph D “ pV,Eq, the following are equivalent.
p1q There exists an induced subgraph D1 of D of which all vertices have infinite out-degree
in D1.
p2q For any labeling of V by N, there exists an infinite increasing directed path in D.
p3q For any labeling of E by N, there exists an infinite increasing directed path in D.
Proposition 5.2. For a directed graph D “ pV,Eq, the following are equivalent.
p1q For every partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2, there exists W1 Ď V1, W2 Ď V2 so
that for i “ 1, 2 and for all v P Wi, v has infinite out-degree in DrWis.
p2q For any labeling of V by Z there is an infinite increasing directed path.
Definition 1.10. Given a directed graph D “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of V by Z, we say D
contains an infinite two-sided directed path if there exists an infinite directed path tviu8´8 in
D with φpviq ă φpvi`1q for all i.
Proposition 5.3. For a directed graph D “ pV,Eq, the following are equivalent.
‚ For any partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2 there exists W1 Ď V1, W2 Ď V2 so that
for all v P W1, v has infinite out-degree in DrW1s, and for all v P W2, v has infinite
in-degree in DrW2s, and there are vertices wi P Wi for i “ 1, 2, such that pw2, w1q P E.
‚ For any labeling of V by Z there is an infinite two-sided directed path.
Proposition 5.4. For every countable directed graph D “ pV,Eq there exists a labeling φ of
E by Z, such that there is no infinite increasing directed path in G.
2. Countable hypergraphs
Labeling vertices.
We start this section by proving the following theorem. Recall Definitions 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4.
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Theorem 2.1. For a countable, k-uniform hypergraph H “ pV,Eq the following are equiva-
lent.
p1q H has property Ck.
p2q For any labeling of V with N there exists an infinite increasing pk´ 1q-branching tree.
p3q For any labeling of V with N there exists an infinite increasing path.
In the proof of this theorem we use Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) ñ (2). Let V 1 be the subset of V with the property described by
(1). Then for any labeling of V with N any increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree of depth ` can
be extended to an increasing branching tree of depth ``1 using vertices of V 1. Consequently
there exists an infinite increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree.
(2) ñ (3). This is obvious, since an infinite increasing path can be found in any infinite
increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree along some branch of the tree.
(3) ñ (1). In a hope to derive a contradiction suppose (3) holds but (1) does not. Then
there is a well-ordering ă of V so that for every v P V , the set
te P E : v P e and @u P e with u ‰ v, v ă uu
is finite. For any edge e P E let ve be the minimal vertex of e (i.e. such that ve ă u for all
u P e, u ‰ ve). Let
Se “
!
tve, uu : u P e, u ‰ ve
)
be a (2-uniform) edge set of a star with center in ve. Consider a graph G defined by
V pGq “ V pHq,
EpGq “
ď
ePEpHq
Se.
Observe that for any v P V pGq, the set!
u : tv, uu P EpGq, v ă u
)
remains finite. Therefore there is no subset V 1 Ď V pGq with degGrV 1spvq “ 8 for every v P V 1.
Consequently by Theorem 1.1, there is a vertex-ordering φ of V pGq by N so that G contains
no infinite increasing path.
For contradiction assume that P “ e0, . . . , ei, . . . is an infinite increasing path in H with
respect to φ, and let V pP q “ tv1, v2, . . .u where φpviq ă φpvi`1q for i ě 1. In particular ei “
tvpk´1qi`1, vpk´1qi`2, . . . , vpk´1qi`ku for i ě 0. For each i let ui “ vpk´1qi`1 and wi “ vpk´1qi`k
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be the minimal and maximal vertex of ei with respect to φ. Note that ui is not necessarily
equal to vei , which is the minimal vertex of ei with respect to the well-ordering ă.
In order to arrive at a contradiction we construct an infinite increasing path P 1 in G as a
union of edges and 2-paths as follows. For each i “ 0, 1, . . . define a path Pi to be
‚ uiwi if vei P tui, wiu.
‚ uiveiwi if vei R tui, wiu.
Finally, set P 1 to be a path that is the concatenation of Pi-s with increasing labels on vertices,
which contradicts our assumption of not (1). 
For a k-uniform hypergraph, property C` clearly implies property C`´1, for ` ď k. In order
to see that property C`´1 does not imply property C`, consider a k-uniform hypergraph H
obtained from an infinite complete p`´1q-uniform hypergraph, the edges of which are extended
by pairwise disjoint pk ´ `` 1q-tuples. H clearly has property C`´1 but not property C`.
However for property C2 we still get a result analogous to Theorem 2.1.
Definition 2.2. Let G “ pV,Eq be a k-uniform hypergraph. For a labeling φ of V by N we
say that infinite path e0, . . . , ei, . . . is skip-increasing if there exist vertices v0, v1, v2, . . . so that
for every i ě 0, φpviq ă φpvi`1q and tvi, vi`1u Ă ei.
By mimicking the proof of Theorem 2.1 one can get the following:
Proposition 2.3. For a countable, k-uniform hypergraph H “ pV,Eq the following are equiv-
alent.
p1q H has property C2.
p2q For any labeling of V with N there exists an infinite skip-increasing path in G.
Labeling edges. Now, we consider edge-labelings of hypergraphs. Unfortunately we
were not able to find sufficient and necessary conditions. Recall Definitions 1.5 and 1.6.
Theorem 2.4. Let H “ pV,Eq be a simple, countable, k-uniform hypergraph. Consider the
following conditions:
p1q For any labeling φ of E by N there is an infinite increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree in
H.
p2q H has property C2.
p3q For any labeling φ of E by N there is an infinite increasing path in H.
Then p1q ñ p2q ñ p3q.
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Proof. We start with showing the easier implication p2q ñ p3q. Let H have property C2, that
is, there is a set V 1 Ď V such that @v P V 1, |te P E : v P e and |V 1 X e| ě 2u| “ 8. Let φ be
any labeling of E by N. Set e0 “ H and let e1 P E be such that |V 1Xe| ě 2. Assume we have
constructed an increasing path e1, e2, . . . , ej and assume there exists some vertex v P ejzej´1
that also belongs to V 1. Since H is simple and v has infinite degree, there are infinitely many
edges e containing v with eiXpeztvuq “ H for all i “ 1, . . . , j and with φpeq ą φpejq. Choose
any one of these edges to be ej`1, and observe that there exists some vertex u P ej`1zej with
u P V 1. In this inductive way we form the infinite increasing path e1, e2, e3, . . ..
Now, we show (1) ñ (2). We will show that if H does not satisfy (2) it does not satisfy
(1) as well. Due to our assumption of not (2), there exists a well-ordering ă of V so that for
every v P V , the set
ttv, u1, . . . , uk´1u P E : v ă ui for some iu
is finite. Consequently we have
Fact 2.5. For any vertex v P V , there are finitely many edges in E in which v is not the
maximal vertex with respect to ă.
Consider also an arbitrary labeling of V by N, where order is denoted by ă. If e “
tv1, v2, . . . , vku with v1 ă v2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă vk, we say `peq “ v1 and speq “ v2, for the least and
second-least vertices. Divide the edges of E into Type I edges (EI) and Type II edges (EII)
so that
EI “ te : `peq is not the maximum vertex of e with respect to ău
EII “ EzEI .
Due to Fact 2.5 and the fact that every natural number has only finitely many predecessors,
we infer that
Proposition 2.6. Any vertex v P V can be in only finitely many Type I edges.
We will construct separate labelings of EI and EII , each of which forbids an infinite in-
creasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree. Let HI “ pV,EIq. Note that each vertex of HI has finite
degree.
Claim 2.7. There is a labeling φ by N of HI with no infinite increasing path.
Proof of Claim. The edge set EI can be partitioned into finite sets E1, E2, . . . so that for all
edges e P Ei, any edge f P EI incident to e is in Ej, j ď i` 1. (E.g. we may set Ei to be the
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edges that are distance i´ 1 away from some fixed edge e.) Give to EI a labeling φ by N so
that for all i P N,
φpeq ă φpfq for all e P E2i´1, f P E2i,
φpfq ą φpeq for all f P E2i, e P E2i`1.
If an increasing path in EI uses an edge from any E2i´1 or E2i, then the path cannot later
use any edges from Ej for any j ě 2i` 1. Such a path must be finite, so HI can contain no
infinite increasing path. 
Let HII “ pV,EIIq. We now construct a labeling ψ by N on EII in the following way.
Suppose e1, e2 P HII .
(1) If spe1q ă spe2q, then ψpe1q ă ψpe2q.
(2) If spe2q “ spe1q and `pe1q ă `pe2q, then ψpe1q ą ψpe2q.
Recall that we want to show that HII does not contain an infinite increasing pk´1q-branching
tree with respect to ψ. Assume the contrary, that is that HII contains such a tree T . We
now recursively construct a branch of T that is a path e1, e2, e3, . . . (with tpeiq “ i) satisfying
`pe1q ľ `pe2q ľ `pe3q ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ . Assume we have constructed a path e1, . . . , er with `pe1q ľ
`pe2q ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ ľ `perq for some r ě 1. We choose to extend the path through either `perq or
sperq. At least one of these vertices is not in er´1 (or not a root in case r “ 1), and that
vertex is incident to an edge er`1 P EpT q with ψper`1q ą ψperq. Recall that `peq is the least
and speq is the second-least vertex in e with respect to ă. We also note that `peq ą v for all
v P e, v ‰ `peq for any Type II edge e. Let v “ erXer`1 and consider the following exhaustive
cases, of which only three can happen.
(1) If v “ `perq “ `per`1q, then of course `perq ľ `per`1q.
(2) It is impossible that v “ `perq and v ‰ `per`1q. If so then v ě sper`1q ą `per`1q,
implying sper`1q ď v “ `perq ă sperq. This contradicts that ψper`1q ą ψperq.
(3) If v “ sperq and v “ `per`1q, and since `perq ą sperq for all Type II edges,
`perq ą v “ `per`1q.
(4) If v “ sperq “ sper`1q, then since ψper`1q ą ψperq, by the definition of ψ, it must be
that `perq ą `per`1q.
(5) It is impossible that v “ sperq and v ą sper`1q. If so then sper`1q ă sperq, which
contradicts to ψper`1q ą ψperq.
So for all possible ways in which er`1 intersects er, we have `perq ľ `per`1q, and so `pe1q ľ
`pe2q ľ `pe3q ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ . There are no consecutive equalities (otherwise three edges on a loose
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path would intersect at a single vertex). But this is a contradiction, since ą is a well-ordering
and so every decreasing sequence must be finite. Hence, HII has no infinite increasing pk´1q-
branching tree with respect to ψ.
Having shown that for both HI and HII there exist edge-orderings φ and ψ by N that
forbid any infinite increasing pk´ 1q-branching trees, we will construct an edge-ordering γ of
H forbidding any infinite increasing pk ´ 1q-branching trees.
Let γ be a labeling of E by N so that
for all e, f P EI , γpeq ă γpfq iff φpeq ă φpfq,
for all e, f P EII , γpeq ă γpfq iff ψpeq ă ψpfq, and
for all e P EI , f P EII with e incident to f, γpeq ă γpfq,
which is possible because each vertex of e has finite degree in HI .
The labeling γ inherits the labeling of EI by φ and the labeling of EII by ψ. Neither of these
edge sets contains an infinite increasing pk´ 1q-branching tree with their respective labeling.
Suppose H contains an infinity increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree T by γ. At least one edge
e of EII must be used, and then every edge following e in T must also be from EII , by the
definition of γ. This would require that EII contains an infinite increasing pk ´ 1q-branching
tree, a contradiction. So there exists a labeling of E by N containing no infinite increasing
pk ´ 1q-branching tree.

We also notice that in the theorem above p2q œ p1q. Consider a complete countable
graph G with vertices V “ tv1, v2, . . .u and complement every edge e “ tvi, vju by k ´ 2
new vertices ui,j,1, ui,j,2, . . . , ui,j,k´2 to form a k-uniform hypergraph H “ pV Y U,Eq with
E “ ttvi, vj, ui,j,1, ui,j,2, . . . , ui,j,k´2u : i, j P Nu. The original vertex set V satisfies (2). On the
other hand, there is no infinite pk´ 1q-branching tree in H because every hyperedge contains
k ´ 2 vertices of degree 1.
It remains unknown to us if (2) is equivalent to (3) or not, even for the case k “ 3.
3. Property FIN
We first prove the following claim concerning χ˚. Recall the definitions of property FIN
(Definition 1.7) and χ‹pGq (Definition 1.8).
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Definition 3.1. We say that for an integer k a graph G has property FINk if for any labeling
of vertices of G with N there exists an increasing path with k vertices, but there exists a
labeling with no increasing path of length k`1. If no such k exists, then G has property FIN.
The following is a simple modification of the well-known Gallai-Hasse-Roy-Vitaver Theorem
[3], [5], [10], [11].
Claim 3.2. A graph G has property FINk if and only if χ
˚pGq “ k.
Proof. Let G “ pV,Eq have property FINk and consider a labeling of V by N so that G does
not contain any increasing path of length larger than k. Let Vk be the set of vertices that are
maximal (i.e. are not adjacent to any vertex of larger label). Note that Vk cannot be empty,
or else G would contain an increasing path of infinite length. Delete Vk from V to obtain the
set Uk´1 “ V ´ Vk and consider Gk´1, the subgraph of G induced on Uk´1. Let Vk´1 be the
set of all vertices that are maximal within Gk´1. We delete Vk´1 from Uk´1 to obtain Uk´2
and let Gk´2 be induced on Uk´2. We continue this way until we exhaust all vertices of G.
Note that for all j P rk ´ 1s and every vertex v P Vj, there is a vertex u P Vj`1 adjacent to v
and with larger label (otherwise, v itself should belong to Vj`1, not Vj). Now we show that
V0 is empty. If there were some vertex v0 in V0, we would have an increasing path of length
k ` 1 beginning at v0. Consequently V1, V2, . . . , Vk constitutes a partition of V .
Further, observe that each set Vi, 1 ď i ď k, is an independent set, since two adjacent
vertices in some graph cannot both be maximal. We say that vertex w dominates v if tw, vu
is an edge and label of w is larger than of v. Since vertices are labeled by integers, each vertex
v P Vi can dominate only finitely many vertices of V1, V2, . . . , Vi´1 and cannot be dominated
by any vertices in those sets, so v has finite degree into V1, V2, . . . , Vi´1. So, if G has property
FINk, then χ
˚pGq ď k.
On the other hand if χ˚pGq “ k with partition V1, . . . , Vk, we can label vertices of V1
arbitrarily and then label vertices of V2, . . . , Vk in succession, always making sure that the
label of any vertex v P Vj is higher than that of its neighbors from V1, . . . , Vj´1. This is
possible because v has finite degree into V1, . . . , Vj´1 by χ˚pGq. This labeling prevents an
increasing path of length k ` 1. Therefore G has property FINj for some j ď k.
So, if χ˚pGq “ k, then we have that G has property FINj for some j ď k and then
k “ χ˚pGq ď j ď k, which implies that G has property FINk. Similarly, if G has property
FINk, then χ
˚pGq “ k. 
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.3. A graph G has property FIN if and only if χ˚pGq “ 8 and G does not have
a subgraph in which all degrees are infinite.
Proof. First, suppose G has property FIN. Since for every labeling of V pGq by N there is
an increasing path of arbitrary finite length, G does not have property FINk for any k, and
hence by Claim 3.2, χ‹pGq “ 8. Also, G cannot contain a subgraph in which all degrees are
infinite, for otherwise Theorem 1.1 implies that every labeling of V pGq by N would contain
an infinite increasing path, which would contradict FIN.
Now suppose G does not have property FIN. Then either there exists a labeling of V pGq
by N forbidding increasing paths of length k for some k, or for every labeling of V pGq there is
an infinite increasing path. In the former case, G has property FINj for some j ă k, implying
by Claim 3.2 that χ‹pGq “ j ă k. In the latter case, Theorem 1.1 implies G has a subgraph
in which all degrees are infinite. 
Clearly, if there is a labeling of V pGq by N that prevents an increasing path of k`1 vertices,
then χpGq ď k. Unfortunately, the converse is not true.
Proposition 3.4. There exists a bipartite graph H that has property FIN.
Hence, we cannot replace condition χ˚pGq “ 8 with χpGq “ 8 in the statement of
Theorem 3.3. To prove Proposition 3.4, we first define a “half-graph” and then construct
graph H.
Definition of a half-graph
Start with I and F – two copies of N. Let G “ pV,Eq be a graph with V pGq “ I Y F and
E “ ttx, yu : x P I, y P F, x ď yu.
Graph G defined on I Y F in such a way is called the half-graph and is denoted by GrI, F s.
Note that all vertices of I have infinite degree in G, while vertices of F have finite degree.
See Figure 2 for an illustration.
Construction of H.
Let L and R be again two copies of N. Then set V pHq “ LYR. To define EpHq we need
some preliminary definitions. For each i ě 1,
Li “ tn P L : n “ 2i´1p2j ´ 1q, j P Nu,
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Figure 2. Each x P I
has infinite degree, each
y P F has finite degree.
Figure 3. Each x P V Li has finite
degree to URi and infinite degree to
V Rj for 1 ď j ă i.
Ri “ tn P R : n “ 2i´1p2j ´ 1q, j P Nu,
Note, that from this definition we have that L “ Ť8i“1 Li and R “ Ť8i“1Ri. Notice that we
can view each Li (or Ri) as a copy of N with the order inherited from L (or R).
We define a graph H1 on V pHq where, for each i, there is a copy of G between sets Li and
Rj for each j ą i (Li is the set with finite degrees in G). More precisely,
EpH1q “
8ď
i“1
˜ 8ď
j“i`1
GrRj, Lis
¸
.
Each vertex in L has finite degree in H1, and each vertex in R has infinite degree in H1.
Similarly we define a graph H2 on V pHq where, for each i, there is a copy of G between sets
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Ri and Lj for each j ą i (Ri is the set with finite degrees in G). More precisely,
EpH2q “
8ď
i“1
˜ 8ď
j“i`1
GrLj, Ris
¸
.
Each vertex in R has finite degree in H2, and each vertex in L has infinite degree in H2. Also
note that EpH1q X EpH2q “ H. Then
EpHq “ EpH1q Y EpH2q.
Notice that, by a construction, H is bipartite. See Figure 3 for an illustration.
Proof of Proposition 3.4.
Claim 3.5. H does not contain a subgraph with infinite degrees.
Proof. Assume that H does contain a subgraph H 1 with all degrees infinite. Let x P Lt be a
vertex of H 1 with the smallest possible t.
Notice that x has a finite degree into each
Ť8
i“t`1Ri, since there are only finitely many
vertices in R less than or equal to x. Also, x has no neighbours in Rt. So in order for x to
have infinite degree in H 1, H 1 has to contain infinitely many vertices of
Ťt´1
i“1Ri. Let y be
the smallest vertex in V pH 1q XŤt´1i“1Ri such that xy P EpH 1q. Assume that y P Rs for some
s ă t. Now, y has finite degree in Ť8i“s`1 Li and none of the vertices of H 1 are in Ťs´1i“1 Li (by
minimality of t). Hence, y has a finite degree in H 1, a contradiction. 
Hence by Theorem 1.1 there is a labeling of V pHq by N with no infinite increasing path.
Claim 3.6. Any labeling of H by N contains an increasing path of arbitrary length.
Proof. Notice that any vertex v of Lt`1 has infinite neighborhood in Rt for any t ě 2.
Let V pHq be labeled by N and let k be an integer. Then for any v1 P Lk`1 there is v2 P Rk
adjacent to v1 and with larger label. Similarly for v2 P Rk there is v3 P Lk´1 adjacent to v2
and with larger label. Continuing this way we obtain an increasing path of length k. 
Therefore, H has property FIN. 
4. Labeling by Z
Now we consider labelings using all the integers instead of just the natural numbers. Given
a countable graph G “ pV,Eq and a labeling φ of V by Z, we say G contains an infinite
increasing path if there exists an infinite path of vertices tviu8i“1 in G such that φpxiq ă φpxi`1q
for all i ě 1.
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Proposition 4.1. For a countable graph G “ pV,Eq the following are equivalent
p1q For every subset V1 Ď V where both V1 and V zV1 are infinite, there exist W1 Ď V1
such that all v P W1 have infinite degrees in W1.
p2q For any labeling of V with Z there exists an infinite increasing path.
Proof. One implication is clear. Suppose p1q and let φ be any labeling of V by Z. We let
V1 “ tv P V : φpvq ą 0u
V2 “ tv P V : φpvq ď 0u.
By p1q there exists a set W1 Ď V1 so that for all v P W1, v has infinite degree in GrW1s. Then
by Theorem 1.1, there exists an infinite increasing path in GrW1s and hence in G.
Now suppose p1q does not hold. Then there exists a partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2
so every subset W1 Ď V1 has a vertex of finite degree in GrW1s. Then by Theorem 1.1,
there exists a vertex-labeling of GrV1s by N containing no infinite increasing path. Label the
vertices of V2 arbitrarily by ZzN. Since all vertices with positive label are contained in GrV1s,
and since GrV1s contains no infinite increasing path, neither does G. 
Labeling using Z instead of N allows us to consider paths that continue infinitely in both
directions. Recall Definition 1.9.
Theorem 4.2. For a countable graph G “ pV,Eq the following are equivalent
p1q For every partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2, there exist W1 Ď V1, W2 Ď V2 so that
for i “ 1, 2 and for all v P Wi, v has infinite degree in GrWis, and so that there exists
an edge w1w2 P E with w1 P W1 and w2 P W2.
p2q For any labeling of V with Z there exists an infinite increasing two-sided path.
Proof. One implication is clear. Suppose (1) and let φ be any labeling of V by Z. We let
V1 “ tv P V : φpvq ě 0u,
V2 “ tv P V : φpvq ă 0u.
Let W1 and W2 be the subsets of V1 and V2 respectively that are ensured by (1), and let
w1 P W1 and w2 P W2 be the adjacent vertices. Let v1 “ w1, and for i ě 1, let vi`1 be a
neighbor of vi in W1 so that φpvi`1q ą φpviq. Since each vi has infinitely many such neighbors,
tviu8i“1 forms an infinite increasing path in W1. Similarly let v0 “ w2 and for i ď 0, let vi´1
be a neighbor of vi in W2 so that φpvi´1q ă φpviq. Since v1 and v0 are connected by an edge
in G, the path formed by tvi : ´8 ă i ă 8u is an infinite increasing two-sided path in G.
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Now suppose p1q does not hold. Then there are two possible cases.
Case I - there exists a partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2 such that for i “ 1 or i “ 2 no
subset Wi Ď Vi induces a subgraph with all infinite degrees. Then by Proposition 4.1, there
is a labeling of V by Z with no infinite increasing path. Such a labeling clearly forbids an
infinite increasing two-sided path.
Case II - there exists a partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2 so that for any subsets
W1 Ď V1, W2 Ď V2 with all vertices of Wi have infinite degree in Wi, there is no edge between
vertices of W1 and W2. For i “ 1, 2, consider the family Wi of such sets Wi, where Wi is
partially ordered by inclusion, and observe that each Wi contains a maximal element. Fix
vertex-maximal subsets W1 P Wi and W2 P Wi. With Ui “ VizWi for i “ 1, 2, the vertex-
maximality of Wi implies
(i) every nonempty subset U Ď Ui contains a vertex v P U with finite degree in GrU s,
(ii) every v P Ui has finite neighborhood in Wi.
By (i), Theorem 1.1 implies that there is a labeling φU of U1 by N that forbids infinite
increasing paths in U1. By (ii) we can form a labeling φ of V1 by positive integers that preserves
φU (i.e. φpu1q ă φpu2q iff φUpu1q ă φUpu2q for all u1, u2 P U1) and where φpuq ą φpwq for all
u P U1, w P W1 with u adjacent to w. Since φ preserves φU , U1 contains no infinite increasing
path with respect to φ.
Now follow a similar procedure for V2 and W2, with U2 “ V2zW2. Here we label V2 by
negative integers to prevent any infinite decreasing path. Construct a labeling ψ of V2 by
negative integers so that for any u P U2, w P W2 with u adjacent to w, ψpuq ă ψpwq, and so
that U2 contains no infinite decreasing path with respect to ψ.
Finally, for all v P V pGq, let
γpvq “
$&%φpvq v P V1ψpvq ` 1 v P V2,
where we add 1 to ψpvq so that 0 is used as a label. Note that γ is a labeling of V pGq by Z
and γpV1q “ N, γpV2q “ ZzN. Observe the following with respect to γ:
p3q
$’’’&’’’%
there are no infinite increasing paths in U1,
there are no infinite decreasing paths in U2,
there are no edges from W1 to W2.
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We claim that there is no infinite two-sided path in G with respect to γ. Suppose tviu8´8 is
such a path, and without loss of generality assume v0 P V2, v1 P V1. If v1 P U1, then all vertices
v2, v3, . . . must be in U1, and so v1, v2, . . . is an infinite increasing path in U1, contradicting
(3). Similarly if v0 P U2, then v´1, v´2, . . . P U2, so there is an infinite decreasing path in
U2, contradicting (3). Consequently, v1 P W1, v0 P W2, which contradicts (3). Therefore G
contains no infinite increasing two-sided path.

Perhaps interestingly, when labeling edges by Z, the result is entirely different from the
vertex-labeling case, as the next theorem shows.
Proposition 4.3. For every countable graph G “ pV,Eq there exists a labeling φ of E by Z,
such that there in no infinite increasing path in G.
Proof. Suppose G contains a matching M with infinitely many edges. Define a labeling φ of
E by Z so that φpeq ą 0 if and only if e PM . Then there is no infinite increasing path in G,
since no two edges with positive labels are incident.
Now suppose G contains no infinite matching. Consider a vertex-maximal matching with
vertex set V 1. Then every edge of E is incident to a vertex of V 1. Therefore the longest path
in G can have at most 2|V 1| edges, so no infinite path exists, regardless of how the edges are
labeled. 
Proposition 4.3 immediately implies
Corollary 4.4. For every countable graph G “ pV,Eq there exists a labeling φ of E by Z,
such that there is no infinite two-sided path in G.
5. Directed Graphs
The next four propositions give results for directed graphs. The proofs of these proposi-
tions mimic the proofs of Theorem 1.1, Proposition 4.1, Theorem 4.2, and Proposition 4.3
respectively, and so they are not included in this paper∗. Let D “ pV,Eq be a directed graph
where an edge pu, vq P E is oriented from u to v.
Proposition 5.1. For a directed graph D “ pV,Eq, the following are equivalent.
p1q There exists an induced subgraph D1 of D of which all vertices have infinite out-degree
in D1.
∗For the sake of completeness, proofs of these results can be found in Appendix A.
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p2q For any labeling of V by N, there exists an infinite increasing directed path in D.
p3q For any labeling of E by N, there exists an infinite increasing directed path in D.
Proposition 5.2. For a directed graph D “ pV,Eq, the following are equivalent.
p1q For every subset V1 Ď V where both V1 and V zV1 are infinite, there exist W1 Ď V1
such that all v P W1 have infinite out-degrees in DrW1s.
p2q For any labeling of V by Z there is an infinite increasing directed path.
Recall Definition 1.10.
Proposition 5.3. For a directed graph D “ pV,Eq, the following are equivalent.
p1q For any partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2 there exists W1 Ď V1, W2 Ď V2 so that
for all v P W1, v has infinite out-degree in DrW1s, and for all v P W2, v has infinite
in-degree in DrW2s, and there are vertices wi P Wi for i “ 1, 2, such that pw2, w1q P E.
p2q For any labeling of V by Z there is an infinite two-sided directed path.
Proposition 5.4. For every countable directed graph D “ pV,Eq there exists a labeling φ of
E by Z, such that there is no infinite increasing directed path in G.
6. Open Problems
Question. In the statement of Theorem 2.4, is it true that p2q ô p3q?
To answer this question in the affirmative, it remains to show p3q ñ p2q. In our proof that
p1q ñ p2q in Theorem 2.4, we give a labeling of H in which any increasing pk ´ 1q-branching
tree must have some branch of finite length, and this is sufficient to prevent an infinite
increasing pk ´ 1q-branching tree. To answer the above question by using our approach, one
would need to give a labeling of H in which every branch is finite.
Property EFIN. While Theorem 3.3 characterizes graphs that contain arbitrarily long
increasing paths under any vertex labeling, it may be of some interest to characterize graphs
that have the same property with respect to edge labeling (which we call property EFIN).
Indeed, every other problem in this paper is addressed for both vertex and edge labeling.
Formally, we say that a countable graph G has a property EFIN if for any labeling of edges
of G by N and any k P N there exists an increasing path of length k in G and there exists a
labeling of edges with no infinite increasing path.
We consider several diverse properties, each of which we claim is related to property EFIN.
Let G be a countable graph.
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(i) It was proved in [9] that any edge-labeling of a finite graph H contains an increasing
path of length
?
dp1` op1qq, where d is the average degree of H. (See also [4], where
a bound of
?
n was proved in the case that H “ Kn. This lower bound of ?n was
subsequently improved in [6] and [1]. However, the problem of improving the
?
d
bound for general finite graphs H with average degree d ă log n is still largely open.
For several interesting results related to general graphs, see [1].)
(ii) For any k let Tk denote a tree that has height k with every non-leaf vertex having
infinite degree and all leaves having height k. We say that Tk is an infinite-branching
tree of height k. For example, an infinite star is T2.
(iii) For a graph G we define H – the infinite 2-distance graph of G. The vertex set of H
is the same as the vertex set of G, and two vertices u, v are adjacent in H if and only
if there are infinitely many vertices w, such that uw, vw P EpGq.
It is not hard to show that G has property EFIN if G does not contain a subgraph in which
all vertices have infinite degree and G satisfies at least one of the following:
(1) For any d ě 1, G contains a finite subgraph with minimal degree d.
(2) For any k ě 1, G contains an infinite-branching tree of height k.
(3) The infinite 2-distance graph of G has infinite chromatic number.
However we cannot prove the converse statement and pose it as open question.
Question. What are equivalent conditions to EFIN?
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Appendix A.
The four propositions in Section 5 give results for directed graphs. The proofs of these
propositions mimic the proofs of Theorem 1.1, Proposition 4.1, Theorem 4.2, and Proposi-
tion 4.3 respectively, and so they are not indented to be included in the final version of this
paper. They can be found in the doctoral thesis of Bradley Elliott [2].
Let D “ pV,Eq be a directed graph where an edge pu, vq P E is oriented from u to v. We
say D is in VDN if for any labeling of V by N, there exists an infinite increasing directed path
in D.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 mimics the proof of Theorem 1.1, and so we start by proving
the following lemma.
Lemma A.1. Let D “ pV,Eq be a directed graph and let the sets Vi, i P N, form a partition
of V such that the graphs Di “ DrVis do not belong to VDN . If for all i ě 1 and each x P Vi
the set !
px, yq P E : y P
8ď
j“i`1
Vj
)
is finite, then H does not belong to VDN .
Proof. Let V “ v1, v2, . . .. For each v P V , we say hpvq “ i if v P Vi. Let ďi be an ordering of
Vi so that there is no infinite increasing directed path in Di with respect to ďi. For any set
M Ď V , define
RpMq “M Y
!
y P V : Dx PM with px, yq P E, hpxq ă hpyq
)
,
R|kpMq “ tx P RpMq : hpxq ď ku, and
UpMq “
!
y P V : Dx PM with hpyq “ hpxq and y ďhpyq x
)
.
We say that pU˝R|kq1M “ UpR|kpMqq and for all i ě 1, pU˝R|kqi`1M “ UpR|kppU˝R|kqiMqq.
We define sets Qn, Pn Ă V and positive integers kn inductively. Let Q0 “ H. Now assume
Qn is already given. Let Xn`1 “ Qn Y tvn`1u and
kn`1 “ max
 
hpxq : x P RpXn`1q
(
.
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We define
Pn`1 “
!
y P pU ˝R|kn`1qkn`1Xn`1
)
.
Finally, let
Qn`1 “ UpRpPn`1qq.
Observe that UpR|kn`1pPn`1qq “ Pn`1. It is clear that Qi and Pi are finite for all i, the
sequence tkiu is non-decreasing, and that Q0 Ă Q1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ and Ť8i“0Qi “ V .
Note A.2. If x P Qi and hpxq ď ki for some i, then x P Pi.
We can then define an ordering ă of V in the following way: we say that x ă y iff
either x P Qi, y R Qi for some i,
or x, y P Qi`1zQi for some i and hpxq ą hpyq,
or x, y P Qi`1zQi for some i and hpxq “ hpyq and x ďhpxq y.
Claim A.3. If x P QizQi´1 for some i, y P Qi, and hpxq ă hpyq, then x ą y.
Indeed, either y P Qi´1 or y P QizQi´1, both cases of which are clear from the definition
of ă. The following lemma proves a useful property about the ordering ă.
Lemma A.4. For an edge px, yq P E, if hpxq ď kn ă hpyq for some n, then x ą y.
Proof. Let x P QjzQj´1 for some j. Then y P Pj`1, meaning hpyq ď kj`1, and kn ă kj`1.
Thus hpxq ď kj, and Note A.2 implies x P Pj. So y P Qj, and Claim A.3 implies x ą y. 
Suppose now that G contains an infinite increasing directed path tpxi, xi`1qu8i“1 with respect
to the ordering ă. Choose j such that hpx1q ď kj. Then by Lemma A.4 we know hpxiq ď kj
for all i. Since Qj is finite, we can fix an index i0 so that xi R Qj for all i ě i0. We prove
that hpxi`1q ď hpxiq for all i ě i0. Suppose on the contrary that hpxi`1q ą hpxiq for some
i ě i0. Let xi P QrzQr´1 for some r ą j, then hpxiq ď kj ă kr. By Note A.2, xi P Pr and so
xi`1 P Qr. But then, by Claim A.3, xi`1 ă xi, a contradiction.
Therefore, for some t, hpxtq “ hpxt`1q “ hpxt`2q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ . Notice that the restriction of the
ordering ă to the set Vi is just the ordering ďi. From the properties of ďi, it follows that
every set Vi contains only a finite number of vertices of the sequence x1, x2, x3, . . .. Thus the
increasing directed path cannot be infinite, and H R Vinf . 
Corollary A.5. Let D be a countable directed graph with degpvq ă 8 for all v P V pDq. Then
D R VDN .
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Proof. Let Di “ tviu so that |Di| “ 1 for all i ě 1 and Ť8i“1Di “ V pDq. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Clearly p1q ñ p2q and p1q ñ p3q.
To show p2q ñ p1q, we define the sets Mα, Vα where α is an ordinal number ă ω1. We let
M1 “ tv P V : degoutD pvq ă 8u,
Vα “ V z
ď
βăα
Mβ
Mα “ tv P Vα : degoutDrVαspvq ă 8u.
Set spDq “ mintα : Mα “ Hu. First we prove Ťαăω1 Mα “ V . Suppose not, and let
V ˚ “ V z
ď
αăω1
Mα,
D˚ “ DrV ˚s,
and α0 “ spDq. For any v P V ˚, if degoutD˚pvq ă 8 then v P Mα for some α ă ω1, a
contradiction. So degoutD˚pvq “ 8 for every v P V ˚, which contradicts p1q.
Now we prove by transfinite induction on spDq that there exists a labeling of V pDq by N
not containing an infinite increasing path. Lemma A.1 and Corollary A.5 prove the statement
for spDq “ ω0 with Vi “Mi.
Assume that we proved this statement for all ordinals smaller than spDq. If spDq is a
successor, then V “ VspDqŤαăspDqMα is a partition of V into two sets, each of which has
a labelling without an infinite increasing path. By Lemma A.1, there is a labeling of V pDq
with the same property.
If spDq is a limit ordinal, then spDq “ limnÑ8 αn, where tαiu81 is an increasing sequence.
In this case V “ Ť8n“1 ´Ťαn´1ăαďαnMα¯ is a partition of V into sets Un “ Ťαn´1ăαďαnMα,
each of which has a labeling without an infinite increasing path by induction hypothesis.
Again, by Lemma A.1, there is a labeling of V pDq with the same property.
To show p3q ñ p1q, we mimic Reiterman’s proof of Theorem 1.1. By (3) there exists a
well-ordering ă of V such that for all v P V . We may assume V “ N with the usual ordering
ď. For an edge e P E, let `peq be the vertex of e that has the smaller label in the ordering ď.
Conversely, rpeq represents the vertex with larger label. Let
L “  e P E : `peq ă rpeq(, and
Lu “
 pu, vq P L(,
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so that the two orderings ď and ă agree on the edges L. Note that for all u P V , there are
finitely many pu, vq P E with v ď u, and there are finitely many pu, vq P E with u ă v. So
each set Lu is finite, and the out-degree of u in L is finite.
Claim A.6. The subgraph D1 “ pV, Lq is not in VDN , so there is a labeling φ of D1 with no
infinite increasing directed path.
Proof of Claim A.6. Since the out-degree of every vertex in V is finite in L, L can be parti-
tioned into finite sets L1, L2, . . . so that for all edges pv, uq P Li, any edge pu,wq is in Lj for
some j ď i` 1. Give to L a labeling φ by N so that for all i P N,
φpeq ă φpfq for all e P L2i´1, f P L2i,
φpfq ą φpeq for all f P L2i, e P L2i`1.
If an increasing directed path in L uses an edge from any L2i´1 or L2i, then the path can use
no edges from Lj for any j ě 2i` 1. Such a path must be finite. 
Now we give a labeling ψ to EzL, where the orderings ď and ă disagree. Let
Ki “
 pv, iq, pi, vq P EzL : v ď i(.
Note that sets Ki are finite and K1, K2, . . . forms a partition of EzL. Suppose ψ is a labeling
defined on
Ť
jăiKj, and proceed by induction. Define ψ on Ki so that
for all e P Ki and all f P
ď
jăi
Kj, ψpeq ą ψpfq,
for all e, f P Ki, ψpeq ą ψpfq iff `peq ă `pfq.
Finally, let γ be a labeling of E by N so that
for all e, f P L, γpeq ă γpfq iff φpeq ă φpfq,
for all e, f P EzL, γpeq ă γpfq iff ψpeq ă ψpfq, and
for all pu, vq P EzL, pv, wq P Lv, γppv, wqq ă γppu, vqq,
which is possible because Lv is a finite set.
Observe that if an edge pu, vq P EzL, then for all pv, wq P E with γppu, vqq ă γppv, wqq,
pv, wq P EzL. Indeed, for all pv, wq P L, pv, wq P Lv, so γppv, wqq ă γppu, vqq. Hence an
increasing directed path in D with respect to γ cannot ever use an edge of L after using an
edge of EzL.
Claim A.7. If pu, vq, pv, wq P EzL and γppu, vqq ă γppv, wqq, then `ppu, vqq ľ `ppv, wqq.
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Proof. If u ă v ă w, then u ą v because pu, vq P EzL, so `ppu, vqq ľ `ppv, wqq. If u ă v and
w ă v, then pu, vq, pv, wq P Kv, so the claim follows from the definition of γ and ψ. If v ă u
and v ă w, then `ppu, vqq “ `ppv, wqq. Finally, it is not possible to have w ă v ă u because
this would imply, by a definition of ψ, that ψppu, vqq ą ψppv, wqq and hence γppu, vqq ą
γppv, wqq. 
We claim that D does not contain an infinite increasing directed path with respect to
γ. Suppose that tpvi, vi`1qu8i“1 is such a path. This path cannot contain edges only from
L, because γ extends φ, so there exists a j such that for all i ě j edges pvi, vi`1q P EzL.
Claim A.7 gives that `ppvi, vi`1qq ľ `ppvi`1, vi`2qq ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ for all i ě j. Since ă is a well-
ordering, the set t`ppvi, vi`1qqu8j contains a minimal element, so for some k, `ppvk, vk`1qq “
`ppvk`1, vk`2qq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ . But this is impossible since no more than two edges of a path can use
the same vertex, giving a contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Suppose (1), and let φ be any labeling of V by Z. Set
V1 “ tv P V : φpvq ą 0u,
V2 “ tv P V : φpvq ď 0u.
By p1q there exists a set W1 Ď V1 so that for all v P W1, v has infinite out-degree in DrW1s.
Then by Theorem 5.1, there exists an infinite increasing directed path in DrW1s and hence
in D.
Now suppose p1q does not hold. Then there exists a partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2
so every subset W1 Ď V1 has a vertex of finite out-degree in DrW1s. Then by Theorem 5.1,
there exists a vertex-labeling of DrV1s by N containing no infinite increasing path. Label the
vertices of V2 arbitrarily by ZzN. Since all vertices with positive label are contained in DrV1s,
and since DrV1s contains no infinite increasing path, neither does G.

Proof of Proposition 5.3. The proof is analogous to the proof of of Theorem 4.2. One impli-
cation is clear. Suppose (1) and let φ be any labeling of V by Z. We let
V1 “ tv P V : φpvq ě 0u,
V2 “ tv P V : φpvq ă 0u.
Let W1 and W2 be the subsets of V1 and V2 respectively that are ensured by (1), and let
w1 P W1 and w2 P W2 be vertices of some edge pw2, w1q. Let v1 “ w1, and for i ě 1, let vi`1
be some vertex in W1 so that pvi, vi`1q P E and φpvi`1q ą φpviq. Since each vi has infinitely
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many such neighbors, tviu8i“1 forms an infinite increasing directed path in W1. Similarly let
v0 “ w2 and for i ď 0, let vi´1 be a vertex in W2 so that pvi´1, viq P E and φpvi´1q ă φpviq.
Since pv0, v1q P E, the path formed by tvi : ´8 ă i ă 8u is an infinite increasing two-sided
directed path in D.
Now suppose p1q does not hold. Then there are two possible cases.
Case I - there exists a partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2 such that either no subset
W1 Ď V1 induces a subgraph with all infinite out-degrees, or no subset W2 Ď V2 induces
a subgraph with all infinite in-degrees. In the former case, by Proposition 5.2, there is a
labeling of V by Z with no infinite increasing directed path. Such a labeling clearly forbids
an infinite increasing two-sided directed path. In the latter case, let D be a directed graph
defined by
V pDq “ V pDq
EpDq “ tpu, vq : pv, uq P EpDqu
Then by Proposition 5.2, there is a labeling φ of V pDq by Z with no infinite increasing directed
path. Define the labeling ψ of V pDq by Z such that
ψpvq “ ´φpvq
for all v P V pDq. Clearly D contains no infinite decreasing anti-directed path (that is, no
path tpvi´1, viq : ψpvi´1q ă φpviq, i ď 1u), it contains no infinite increasing two-sided directed
path.
Case II - there exists a partition of V into infinite sets V1, V2 so that for any subsets
W1 Ď V1 with all vertices having infinite out-degree in W1 and W2 Ď V2 with all vertices
having infinite in-degree in W2, there is no edge between vertices of W1 and W2. For i “ 1, 2,
consider the familyWi of such sets Wi, whereWi is partially ordered by inclusion, and observe
that each Wi contains a maximal element. Fix maximal subsets W1 PWi and W2 PWi. With
Ui “ VizWi for i “ 1, 2, the maximality of Wi implies
(i) every nonempty subset U Ď U1 contains a vertex v P U with finite out-degree in GrU s,
(i) every nonempty subset U Ď U2 contains a vertex v P U with finite in-degree in GrU s,
(iii) for every v P U1, there are finitely many u P W1 with pv, uq P E,
(iv) for every v P U2, there are finitely many u P W2 with pu, vq P E.
By (i), Theorem 5.1 implies that there is a labeling φU of U1 by N that forbids infinite
increasing paths in U1. By (iii) we can form a labeling φ of V1 by positive integers that
preserves φU (i.e. φpu1q ă φpu2q iff φUpu1q ă φUpu2q for all u1, u2 P U1) and where φpuq ą
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φpwq for all u P U1, w P W1 with pu,wq P E. Since φ preserves φU , U1 contains no infinite
increasing directed path with respect to φ.
Now follow a similar procedure for V2 and W2, with U2 “ V2zW2. Here we label V2 by
negative integers to prevent any infinite decreasing anti-directed path. Construct a labeling
ψ of V2 by negative integers so that for any u P U2, w P W2 with pwuq P E, ψpuq ă ψpwq,
and so that U2 contains no infinite decreasing anti-directed path with respect to ψ.
Finally, for all v P V pGq, let
γpvq “
$&%φpvq v P V1ψpvq ` 1 v P V2,
where we add 1 to ψpvq so that 0 is used as a label. Note that γ is a labeling of V pGq by Z
and γpV1q “ N, γpV2q “ ZzN. Observe the following with respect to γ:
p3q
$’’’&’’’%
there are no infinite increasing directed paths in U1,
there are no infinite decreasing anti-directed paths in U2,
there are no directed edges from W2 to W1.
We claim that there is no infinite two-sided directed path in G with respect to γ. Suppose
tpvi, vi`1q : i P Nu is such a path, and without loss of generality assume v0 P V2, v1 P V1.
If v1 P U1, then all vertices v2, v3, . . . must be in U1, because γpvq ą γpwq for all v P E1
and w P W1, and so v1, v2, . . . is an infinite increasing directed path in U1, contradicting (3).
Similarly if v0 P U2, then v´1, v´2, . . . P U2, so there is an infinite decreasing anti-directed
path in U2, contradicting (3). Therefore, v1 P W1, v0 P W2, which contradicts (3) once again.
Therefore G contains no infinite increasing two-sided directed path.

Proof of Proposition 5.4. This proposition follow directed from Corollary 4.4 
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